
Instructions For Dropping Off Your Van In Los Angeles

Los Angeles Depot Address KEY DROP UPSTAIRS
8820 Aviation Blvd, Inglewood CA 90301
(Between w Hillcrest and W Manchester Blvd)

Instructions for Returning a Campervan at our Los Angeles Depot
● The gate opens on the right-hand side. You will find a padlock here. Enter 8032 on the bottom of the padlock. Line the

numbers up in the middle, then push up on the padlock and it should open.
● Park van as far back from the gate as possible. DO NOT BLOCK THE GATE. Lock the van.
● Go up the staircase closest to the street. On the left-hand wall, inside the gate, you will see a little, black, mailbox. Drop the

keys in this box.

● As you leave, please close the gate and LOCK the padlock by changing the numbers at the bottom.

Transportation for LAX Airport
Yellow Taxi Service: +1 (424) 222-2222
Uber: https://www.uber.com/ride/
National Alamo Car Rental often has taxis waiting outside. To get there: turn left when leaving our depot, cross through the traffic
lights and keep walking. You’ll get there in about 3 minutes.

After hours phone number: +1 (415) 624-9014

How We Need Your Van Returned

Vans must be returned with the gas at the same level as in the vehicle inspection sheet sent with your pick up instructions.
Remove all trash and food and vacuum obvious dirt/sand/leaves and pet hair etc.
Empty blue water containers in the back of your van and make sure there is nothing left in the cooler.
Clean stove and dishes and ensure all camping equipment is left inside the van.
Do not leave any equipment visible inside the van. Hide items such as GPS and inverter somewhere like the glovebox.
Make sure you have all of your belongings before locking the van and dropping the key in the correct box.
We will check in the van when we are next on property and email you your closed receipt.

***DO NOT TAKE KEYS WITH YOU! $400 CHARGE + TOWING COST IF YOU DO***
PLEASE DO NOT PUT KEYS BACK IN THE SMALL LOCKBOXES

https://www.uber.com/ride/

